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Chapter 3134

On the top of the mountain, Mark stood with his hand in his hand.

In front of me, there are thousands of miles of mountains and rivers in hot summer.

Whoosh whoosh~

As Mark’s words fell, several figures appeared quietly like ghosts.

“Gaia, God of Earth and Mountains~”

“Owen, God of Bronze and Fire”,

“Su Muqiu, God of Glacier and Water”,

“Cecile, God of Sky and Wind”,

“Meet the Dragon Lord!” The

voice is like a muffled thunder, and the four dragon gods are all together. Kneel down.

The deafening sound shook the clouds in the sky.

The terrifying aura, converging into a stream, is like a storm, sweeping across the four
directions.

A gust of wind swept across the area for a kilometer.

Mark turned his head and looked at the four dragon gods who were kneeling in front of
him. There was a bit of heroism and lofty ambition on his delicate faces.

It looks like the king of the life of a military horse, looking down at the thousands of miles
of rivers and mountains he has laid down.

That kind of achievement and pride is beyond words.

Yes, to these people in front of them, Mark is their monarch.



Mark used ten years to create the Temple of the Dragon God and personally supported
the four Dragon God powerhouses.

The four dragon gods in front of him were carefully selected by Mark among thousands
of “sparks”.

Regardless of xinxing, character, talent, and strength, they are all dragons and
phoenixes.

As the saying goes, big waves wash the sand.

These four dragon gods are the gold that Mark scoured from among the many gravels.

“Raise the dragon for a thousand days, use the dragon for a while.”

“Dragon gods, we finally, goodbye!”

“And this will also mean that the ten years of dormancy in our Dragon Temple is over.”

“Soon, your names .” , Will join me, Chu Tianfan, write into history, and be on the top of
the list.”

Mark’s voice is not loud, but he is full of pride.

Falling into the ears of everyone, but there is a shocking power!

The blood in the hearts of Gaia and others was undoubtedly ignited instantly.

For these people in front of them, Mark may have a life-saving sentiment, or a kindness
of knowledge, or a sense of nurturing.

Some of them, for so many years, can’t even meet each other more than once.

But what does that matter?

Because of the common pursuit, they got together again.

That is, hit the Chu family!

In the next moment, the four dragon gods once again bowed their heads and bowed
together: “I have been drinking ice for ten years, and I am willing to follow the dragon
lord, the teacher of kings, and rule the world!”

“Very good.” Mark smiled, holding hands. Standing.

Under the sky, the young figure stood proudly in the sky as if the spear stood upright.



Nine days away, the four directions were thunderous, and there was a sea of   clouds
churning.

Like a raging fire, burning here.

However, just after Mark finished speaking, under the stone mountain, a beautiful and
beautiful shadow was long overdue.

“God of forest and wood, Yue Yao, pay homage to the dragon lord!”

Ten meters ahead, Yue Yao wears a long skirt fluttering, her pretty white face with a
slight smile.

The delicate body bends slightly and bows slightly to Mark.

Seeing Yue Yao who had just arrived at this time, the old faces of Su Muqiu and others
couldn’t help but twitch a few times.

This special mother, come here after I have finished speaking?

To play?

Gaia winked at Yueyao at this time and asked her to apologize to the Dragon Lord
quickly.

However, Yue Yao seemed to have not seen it, and instead smiled softly: “Mark, how do
you feel that the hero saves the United States, isn’t it?”

“Presumptuous!”

“What is the identity of the dragon lord, how dare you say this The dragon lord speaks?”
Owen yelled angrily when he heard the words.

Mark didn’t speak, but frowned and walked in the direction of Yue Yao.

Gaia closed his eyes when he saw this.

I only think that Yue Yao will inevitably be severely punished by Mark.

Sure enough, after Mark walked in front of her, he immediately stretched out his hand
and knocked on Yue Yao’s head “violently”.

“You damn girl, who made you come?”

“Honestly go back to your Xijiang and stay.”

“This time I go to the Chu family and let the four dragon gods go with me. It is enough.”



Chapter 3135

In recent years, Mark officially canonized the four dragon gods.

In Mark’s plan, these four powerful dragon gods were the strongest force to help him go
to the Chu family.

As for Yue Yao, despite her superb medical skills, Mark never thought about taking Yue
Yao to the Chu family.

After all, the trip to the Chu family was so dangerous.

It was Mark who led the Four Gods, whose odds of winning were still less than 50%.

It is even more likely that the blood will spill on Chumen Mountain and will never go
back.

And Yue Yao is just a healer, with very limited personal combat power and
self-protection ability.

If you take her there, the risk of Yue Yao falling is too great.

Therefore, even though Mr. Han had suggested it at the beginning, Mark still did not
officially classify Yue Yao as the Dragon God.

You know, the name of the Dragon God is not only a title, a glory, but also a
responsibility and a mission.

The temple motto of the Dragon God Temple clearly states: When the beacon ignites a
prairie fire, the dragon god who is entrusted by the dragon lord must follow the lord of
the dragon god and join the Chu family. Violation of this training will be punishable by
the Dragon Temple.

Mark didn’t want to involve Yue Yao in this nine-dead battle, so naturally he would not
really give her the title of Dragon God.

As for the title of the so-called God of Forest and Wood, it was more that Mark entered
the Dragon Temple in order to pull Yueyao to fool her.

At best, it was an honorary title, and Lao Han was not officially canonized at all.

Of course, Yue Yao did not complain to Mark less because of this incident.

Mark was repeatedly asked to give her an official Dragon Temple canonization
document.



Mark naturally did not answer at the time, but only gave Yue Yao a promise.

It is said that after her cultivation realm reaches the titled master realm, she will be
canonized immediately, and she will be ranked first among the five dragon gods.

In this way, Yue Yao’s mouth was just blocked.

But Mark didn’t expect that this time Yue Yao would be adept at advocating, and along
with other dragon gods, he also entered the hot summer.

“I’m going to.”

“I Yueyao on ability, not weaker than people.”

“My medicine in the world and no one can, I use the title of master of poison is also not
be underestimated.”

“Guyana old man have If I can go, why can’t I go together?”

“Mark, you are partial, it’s not fair.”

Yue Yao was very unconvinced, and complained to Mark.

Perhaps it was the reason for the rush just now. When Yue Yao spoke, her breath was
still a little unstable, and there was still sweat on her forehead.

“Damn~”

“You quarrel, don’t pull me up.”

Gaia complained suddenly, and he was shot while lying down.

Moreover, how could Yue Yao’s words meet so awkwardly.

Special, who do you look down on?

Mark shook his head and smiled: “Yue Yao, don’t be self-willed.”

“Although you have excellent medical skills, but your combat power is too poor.”

“Your characteristics are not suitable for participating in this kind of frontal battle.”

“The only thing you need to do. , Is to stay behind.”

“When necessary, you will be of great use.”



“Furthermore, didn’t you also promised me not to participate in the final battle, but to
stay behind for the need to save people.” Mark was still persuading me.

“This is different from the past.”

“I just want to go now. The Dragon Temple was originally established, isn’t it just for the
day of “Xinghuo LiaoDollar”?” Yue Yao looked up at Mark, fighting for reasons.

“We are all the sparks chosen by the dragon master. If we can’t participate in this final
battle. What is the point of joining this dragon temple for me, Yueyao?”

“Mark, let me follow.”

“I don’t want to be. Bystander.”

“

I don’t want to

break my promise.” “I said, I helped you climb Mount Chumen!” Yue Yao’s words burned,
and there was a gleam of light deep in her beautiful eyes. In the words, it is firmer.

She will never forget the day when she first met Mark.

The boy at that time was seriously injured and dying, but his eyes were burning with an
eternal flame.

Later, Yue Yao and Mark reached a gentleman’s agreement.
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